Pattern Cards AB - Finish the Pattern

[Top row: Red, Blue, Red, Blue, Red, ?]  [Middle row: Green, Yellow, Green, Yellow, Green, ?]  [Bottom row: Green, Yellow, Green, ?]
Pattern Cards AB – Finish the Pattern

Top row: Red, Purple, Red, Purple, Red, ?, ?, ?

Bottom row: Green, Blue, Green, Blue, Green, ?, ?, ?
Pattern Cards AB - Finish the Pattern

[Image: A sequence of colored circles, followed by three question marks.]

[Image: A sequence of colored circles, followed by three question marks.]
Pattern Cards AB – Finish the Pattern

- Top pattern: Purple, Yellow, Purple, Yellow, Purple, ?, ?, ?
- Bottom pattern: Red, Green, Red, Green, Red, ?, ?, ?
Pattern Cards AB - Finish the Pattern

**Top Row: Orange, Yellow, Orange, Orange, ?, ?, ?**

**Bottom Row: Orange, Blue, Orange, Blue, Orange, ?, ?, ?**